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Abstract

When searching for concepts in memory—as in the verbal fluency task of naming all the animals

one can think of—people appear to explore internal mental representations in much the same way

that animals forage in physical space: searching locally within patches of information before transi-

tioning globally between patches. However, the definition of the patches being searched in mental

space is not well specified. Do we search by activating explicit predefined categories (e.g., pets) and

recall items from within that category (categorical search), or do we activate and recall a connected

sequence of individual items without using categorical information, with each item recalled leading

to the retrieval of an associated item in a stream (associative search), or both? Using semantic repre-

sentations in a search of associative memory framework and data from the animal fluency task, we

tested competing hypotheses based on associative and categorical search models. Associative, but

not categorical, patch transitions took longer to make than position-matched productions, suggesting

that categorical transitions were not true transitions. There was also clear evidence of associative

search even within categorical patch boundaries. Furthermore, most individuals’ behavior was best

explained by an associative search model without the addition of categorical information. Thus, our

results support a search process that does not use categorical information, but for which patch bound-

aries shift with each recall and local search is well described by a random walk in semantic space,

with switches to new regions of the semantic space when the current region is depleted.
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1. Introduction

Producing sets of things from memory is both common and critically related to higher

cognitive function. We construct and recall grocery lists, things needed for camping trips,
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the best set of people to invite to a coming wedding, and potential names for a new pet.

Previous research has shown that when we search for such items in memory, we produce

clusters of related items and transition between clusters in much the same way that an

animal forages within and between patches of food (Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944; Hills,

Jones, & Todd, 2012; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur,

1997). People’s performance in terms of how many items they find in memory over time

is highly influenced by when and how quickly they transition between these mental

patches or clusters (e.g., when recalling animal names, Hills et al., 2012). The mean

number of related items produced in each cluster is also related to other aspects of cogni-

tion, such as executive capacity (Hills & Pachur, 2012; Rosen & Engle, 1997; Troyer,

Moscovitch, Winocur, Alexander, & Stuss, 1998), age (Hills, Mata, Wilke, & Samanez-

Larkin, 2013), and clinical conditions including Alzheimer’s disease, depression, and

Parkinson’s disease (Fossati, Le Bastard, Ergis, & Allilaire, 2003; Haugrud, Crossley, &

Vrbancic, 2011; Murphy, Rich, & Troyer, 2006; Raoux et al., 2007; Taler & Phillips,

2008).

Knowing how clusters of related items are retrieved from memory is thus central to

our understanding of how we use memory for recalling concepts more generally. How-

ever, despite recent advances in understanding long-term memory recall as a dynamic

“foraging-like” process, where the searcher makes global transitions between local

“patches” in the memory space (e.g., Hills et al., 2012; Hills & Pachur, 2012; Hills,

Mata, et al., 2013; Todd, Hills, & Robbins, 2012), what exactly the patch is in memory

space is still a matter of some debate. A patch comprises the items that are found

between the global long-distance jumps that indicate a patch-leaving event; it is the local

region of the search space through which memory moves. We are trying to understand

how that space is defined in memory search. When we search for multiple concepts in

memory, what constitutes the patch (i.e., the local region of the memory space) from

which we are retrieving? Two major possibilities are the center of ongoing study: Do we

search by activating entire predefined categories as patches, and recall items from within

those category patches (categorical search)? Or do we activate and recall a connected

sequence of individual items, with each new item recalled leading to a moving window

of new retrieval candidates (associative search), consistent with a random walk between

items? These hypothesized processes are not mutually exclusive—different individuals

could do one or the other, and a given individual might combine the two at the same

time. In both cases, a searcher may leave a patch when the local resources remaining in

the local region are sufficiently low: With categorical search the individual may leave a

patch when a category has few or no remaining items, and with associative search they

may leave when the latest item found has only weak associations with other remaining

items in memory.

In this paper, we compare these two hypotheses with competing models applied to data

from a recall study using the verbal fluency task, in which participants say all the types

of animals they can remember in 3 min. We do this by identifying likely patch switches

in participants’ sequences of retrieved items and then testing whether response times,

word similarity measures, and patch-leaving rules better fit categorical or associative
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search, and by testing the fit of both types of models to the actual sequences of words

that individual participants produce. Before we confront these two hypotheses with our

data, we first outline the evidence for patch-based memory foraging for categorical and

associative definitions of mental patches.

1.1. Foraging in memory patches

The patchiness of memory recall is evident in studies of free recall from natural

categories, with clustered recall of related items noted in the earliest such studies

(Bousfield & Sedgewick, 1944; Johnson, Johnson, & Mark, 1951). Because these clusters

often appear to represent semantic associations, Gruenewald and Lockhead (1980) called

these clusters “semantic fields” after Ipsen’s (1924) Bedeutungsfeld. More recent work on

free recall from natural categories and list learning consistently finds that groups of

semantically similar words are produced together (Bousfield, 1953; Gruenewald &

Lockhead, 1980; Howard, Addis, Jing, & Kahana, 2007; Romney, Brewer, & Batchelder,

1993).

Groupings of semantically similar words during recall are consistent with a cognitive

search process that modulates between local and global memory cues. Indeed, this two-

stage search policy is common to several different models of long-term memory retrieval

(Metcalfe & Murdock, 1981; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981). One of the most successful

models of memory retrieval from natural categories is search of associative memory

(SAM; Gronlund & Shiffrin, 1986; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981; Walker & Kintsch,

1985). In SAM, the memory probe used to activate and retrieve memory items alternates

between local information (such as item-by-item similarity or a subordinate category) and

global information (such as item frequency). During epochs of probing memory locally,

sequences of similar items are retrieved. When local resources are sufficiently depleted,

the memory probe temporarily transitions to global information, and the first item of the

next cluster is recalled from some new location in the memory space. (For a discussion

of cues of depletion in memory search, see Davelaar & Raaijmakers, 2012; Dougherty &

Harbison, 2007; Harbison, Dougherty, Davelaar, & Fayyad, 2009; Hills et al., 2012.)

Thus, memory foraging is modeled in SAM as being adaptively modulated between local

exploitation of patches and global exploration to find new patches when previous ones

are depleted.

However, SAM’s definition of the local patch search process is left open to different

possibilities. For example, when retrieving different types of animals, the local search

could make transitions based on item-wise similarity (e.g., going from “dog” to “cat”

because of the semantic similarity between them) or based on subordinate category mem-

bership (e.g., “dog” and “cat” are produced in succession because they are both in the

subcategory “pet”), or both.

Some of the earliest investigations of associative versus categorical retrieval processes

had participants memorize lists of words from several categories and found that retrieval

was faster within than between categories (e.g., Pollio, Richards, & Lucas, 1969). This

was interpreted as support for a categorical retrieval process. More recently, the categori-
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cal hypothesis has been revived as the cluster-switching hypothesis (Troyer et al., 1997).

This involves “clustering”—the activation and production of words within a semantic

subcategory—and “switching”—making the transition from one subcategory to another

(Gruenewald & Lockhead, 1980; Robert et al., 1998; Troyer et al., 1997; Troyer,

Moscovitch, Winocur, Leach, & Freedman, 1998).

Under the cluster-switching hypothesis, people search initially for a cluster (or identify

an initial item within a cluster) of categorically related words (the “patch”) and then

search within that cluster, moving between clusters when the current cluster becomes

depleted. For example, when recovering items from the category of “animals,” one may

first find the cluster “pets” and then recover individual pets, such as “dog,” “cat,” and

“gerbil,” before proceeding to the next cluster, for example “farm animals.” This

approach assumes that people have well-defined subcategory boundaries for semantic

patches; testing such models requires specifying those subcategories, either by hand (as

in Troyer et al., 1997) or automatically (Go~ni et al., 2011).
In earlier work, we used a two-stage, local-to-global associative search hypothesis

(i.e., a random walk over a semantic representation with global switches when the local

region is depleted) to model semantic fluency data for the “animals” category (Hills

et al., 2012) and found that it explained much of participants’ performance. Other

approaches to memory retrieval from natural categories have similarly assumed a

random-walk associative retrieval process (Abbot, Austerweil, & Griffiths, in press;

Thompson & Kello, 2014). In a related social fluency task (“say all the people you

know”), a direct comparison of associative and categorical models found support for an

associative retrieval process (Hills & Pachur, 2012). That is, the pattern of recall was

better predicted by whether the participant thought that two people knew one another

than by whether the two people were in the same social category (e.g., family). How-

ever, that study lacked an exhaustive list of social categories, and therefore might have

misrepresented the categories used by participants. Thus, the question of whether and

when people use associative or categorical search in free recall remains open. In this

paper, we explicitly compare the associative process with the competing categorical

search hypothesis.

1.2. What is the patch in memory foraging?

The metaphor of foraging in memory fits well with local-to-global search models

because they capture key features of patch-foraging behavior in animals. This process of

memory retrieval is similar to patterns of animal foraging called area-restricted search,

in which animals stay near patches where they have found resources in the past but

move away from locations where resources have not been found (Gr€unbaum, 1998;

Hills, Kalff, et al., 2013; Karieva & Odell, 1987). Moreover, both animals seeking food

and individuals searching patchy memory must decide when to leave one region of the

memory space and move to another, and both appear to involve similar control

decisions as studied in optimal foraging theory (Charnov, 1976; Hills et al., 2012;
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Pirolli, 2007; Wilke, Todd, & Hutchinson, 2009). Finally, implementation of cognitive

control in humans shares biological mechanisms for controlling foraging in non-human

species (e.g., using dopaminergic neuromodulation) and may therefore share a common

evolutionary history (Hills, 2011; Hills, Todd, Lazer, Redish, & Couzin, 2015; Todd

et al., 2012). But to get further mileage out of the metaphor of patch-based memory

foraging and generate new questions and insights, we need to specify its central compo-

nent: What is the patch?

To an animal such as a ladybird beetle eating aphids, a patch might comprise an indi-

vidual aphid, a cluster of aphids, a branch of a plant, a whole plant, or even a field of

plants (Karieva & Odell, 1987). In this sense, a patch is a useful conceptual construct to

define a local region of the search space. However, it does not need an explicit boundary

except in relation to the organism’s behavior. Determining the boundaries of patches as

perceived and searched by an organism is not trivial; numerous ecological approaches

have been proposed (e.g., Fauchald, 1999; Gr€unbaum, 1998). Uncovering the nature of

patches or local search regions in memory presents a potentially more challenging prob-

lem, because we must also make assumptions about each participant’s internal memory

structure—in particular, over what kinds of representations do people search when recall-

ing information from memory. Critically, a patch is a consequence of both the structure
of the representation and the mechanism used to recall information from that structure.
Our approach is to compare predictions of the hypothesized associative and categorical

patch search models, which can be seen as widely separated points on a continuum

between using previous items versus over-arching subcategories to activate and find new

items in memory.

To provide some intuition for the distinction between associative and categorical

patches, an example using Troyer et al.’s (1997) category codings is helpful. With these

codings, one can define transitions across patch boundaries in two distinct ways (see

Fig. 1).1 For the categorical search model, a switch between patches occurs whenever a

person produces an item that is not in the same subcategory as all the items produced

since the last patch switch (e.g., in Fig. 1, leaving the “PETS” subcategory when moving

from “dog” to “wolf” and leaving the “CANINE” subcategory when moving from “wolf”

to “cow”). Therefore, to be defined as a categorical patch, all successively produced items

in a patch must share at least one common subcategory membership. The associative

patch encompasses a succession of items in which each neighboring pair is linked by at

least one common subcategory membership; therefore, a patch switch only occurs when

two consecutive items do not share any subcategory (e.g., in Fig. 1, from “wolf” to

“cow”). Thus, associative switches are always determined relative to the previous item

alone.

Note that, by definition, associative switches are also categorical switches, but the

reverse need not be true. Thus, the simple existence of one patch type or another is not

diagnostic of the process used to produce patches: A person using an associative search

model could occasionally produce category switches within associative patches (e.g., the

“dog”–“wolf” categorical switch that is not an associative switch in Fig. 1). Additionally,

a person using a categorical search model could by chance produce items that are
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associates across the categorical boundary, and thus also produce categorical-but-not-asso-

ciative switches (again, “dog”–“wolf”). The problem of identifying the process that pro-

duces a patch type is therefore challenging and relies on comparing patch transitions as

identified by the two models with other features of the production data, such as reaction

times and between-item similarity.

We can define these patch types more rigorously by specifying the algorithms that

would produce them. In the case of the categorical search model, item recovery would

proceed as follows:

1. Start with the global cue (e.g., animals);

2. Pick a (new) subcategory label (which could be done by picking an item in some

way, for example, by frequency, and identifying its most prevalent subcategory);

3. Retrieve the first/next item in that subcategory in some way (e.g., sample randomly

within the subcategory or based on similarity to the previous item retrieved—we

discuss this further below);

4. Repeat step 3 until the conditions of a local stopping rule are met (e.g., no items

are left in the subcategory, or too much time has elapsed without finding an item);

5. Return to step 2 and repeat until the conditions of a global stopping rule are met

(e.g., the experimenter indicates that time is up).

For the associative model, retrieval would proceed as follows:

1. Start with the global cue (e.g., animals);

2. Retrieve the first item in a new patch with probability proportional to its frequency;

Troyer categories CAT DOG WOLF COW

CAT DOG WOLF COWAssociative

CAT DOG WOLF COWCategorical

PETS CANINE BOVINE

Fig. 1. Illustration of switches in two patch types. The items retrieved sequentially from memory in response

to the global cue “animals” are “cat,” “dog,” “wolf,” and “cow.” The top panel shows the subcategory mem-

bership as assigned by Troyer et al., PETS, CANINE, and BOVINE, which we use as proxy for defining

switches. The middle panel indicates how the associative model would assign patch boundaries, with “cat,”

“dog,” and “wolf” all produced in a sequentially connected patch of subcategories. The lower panel indicates

how the categorical model would assign patch boundaries, with the transition from “dog” to “wolf” consid-

ered a switch because “wolf” is not in the category intersection of “dog” and “cat” (i.e., not in the subcatego-

ry PETS). The transition from “dog” to “wolf” is a categorical-only switch, while “wolf”–“cow” is a switch

for both models.
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3. Retrieve the next item with probability proportional to its semantic similarity with

the previous item retrieved;

4. Repeat step 3 until the conditions of a local stopping rule are met (e.g., there are

no items found with sufficiently high semantic similarity to the previous item);

5. Return to step 2 and repeat until the conditions of a global stopping rule are met

(e.g., the experimenter indicates that time is up).

(Note that in the associative model, the searcher does not need to have a subcategory

in mind; clustering and switching occur instead through semantic similarity between

successive items.)

As mentioned above, people may use either of the above algorithms, or a combination

of both in the same or different searches. For example, as we note above, a categorical

search process could use associative search within a category. In the present study we

aim to rule out some of these possibilities and to identify the predominant search process

used by each individual, and hence the nature of the memory patches that they produce.

1.3. The present study

To test whether people forage in memory with search strategies that produce patches

that are predominantly of one type or the other, we used the semantic fluency task for

the category of “animals” to examine the sequence of items recovered from memory.

Categorical and associative patches can be defined in terms of a predetermined set of

subcategories, as just explained; for this purpose, we used an augmented version of the

hand-coded subcategorization of animal terms derived by Troyer et al. (1997) described

further below. We compare evidence for the two patch search types first in terms of their

predictions regarding the patterns of response times and semantic similarity between suc-

cessive pairs of recalled items. Specifically, both types of search predict that response

times between items should be highest when switching between patches, but they may

differ in terms of the predicted similarity between any two items in a patch. An associa-

tive patch search predicts that similarity between two items within a patch is lower when

they are separated by more intervening items. Categorical patch models may differ in

this regard depending on how search is assumed to occur within patches (see below). To

determine item similarity, we use the BEAGLE lexical semantic memory model of Jones

and Mewhort (2007). Following this analysis, we test whether an associative or categori-

cal patch search model better fits each participant’s individual sequence of retrieved

items.

2. Methods: Modeling search in semantic memory

To model search in semantic memory, a structural representation of the search space is

required, along with a model of the search process. We represent the structure of seman-

tic memory using both hand-coded (Troyer) and statistically derived (BEAGLE) schemes
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(described next). These are used within a process model of semantic search based on

local and global transitions with respect to item patches.

The actual search data analyzed in this study were taken from the semantic fluency

memory recall experiment in Hills et al. (2012). Participants (141 undergraduates at

Indiana University participating for course credit) at computers in a laboratory were

asked to enter via the computer keyboard as many types of animals as they could in

3 min, with animal name and time of entry recorded for each item. Each animal entry

was only visible until the “return” key was pressed, so that participants could not see

previous entries. Data were hand-corrected for spelling and non-animal names were

removed.

2.1. Representing the structure of semantic memory

2.1.1. The Troyer categorization scheme
The original Troyer et al. (1997; see also Troyer, 2000) categorization scheme contains

155 animals put into 22 non-exclusive categories, for example, “African animals,” “water

animals,” “beasts of burden,” etc. This scheme was constructed from the actual sequences

of words produced by their participants, and we extended it with the 214 additional ani-

mal names generated by our participants, placing them into the same 22 Troyer subcate-

gories based on Wikipedia descriptions of those animals (see Hills et al., 2012). Support

for the Troyer et al. categorization comes via its utility in detecting specific clinical back-

grounds (e.g., Fossati et al., 2003; Murphy et al., 2006; Raoux et al., 2007; Troyer, Mos-

covitch, Winocur, Alexander, et al., 1998; Troyer, Moscovitch, Winocur, Leach, et al.,

1998) and its previous validation in memory tasks (Hills et al., 2012).

2.1.2. BEAGLE semantic representations
The statistically derived semantic representations we use here (taken from Hills et al.,

2012) were computed using the BEAGLE model (Jones, Kintsch, & Mewhort, 2006;

Jones & Mewhort, 2007), trained exclusively on contextual information, which produces

similarity structure quite comparable to other high-dimensional semantic space models

(e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996). BEAGLE was trained on a 400

million-word Wikipedia corpus (Willits, D’Mello, Duran, & Olney, 2007), and then its

memory representations were used to compute the pairwise cosine similarity matrix for a

list of 765 animals. The corpus was preprocessed to fuse any multiword animal exemplars

into a single lemma prior to training (e.g., killerwhale, kingcobra). BEAGLE provides

measures of pairwise similarity between words based on their co-occurrence, and the co-

occurrence of related words, in a natural language corpus; these similarities have been

shown to successfully predict lexical decision times (Jones & Mewhort, 2007) as well as

semantic priming data (Jones et al., 2006). Pairwise similarities computed by BEAGLE

for a large class of animals offer a structural representation of the semantic search space,

which we can then use to predict the retrieval of association-based or category-specific

instances from memory.
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2.2. Modeling the semantic memory search process

After testing general predictions of the two types of patches using the representations

just described, we model individual-level semantic fluency retrieval sequence data. The

model framework we use to simulate the process of search in semantic memory is com-

mon to both the SAM and ACT-R memory model architectures (described in Raaijmakers

& Shiffrin, 1981; Anderson, 1993). The foundational assumption of our model framework

(Hills et al., 2012) is that recall is achieved by probing retrieval structures in memory

with a specific set of cues, called the memory probe Q. For any possible target item I that
could be found in the semantic space for a particular category, the probability of retriev-

ing I is based on the product of the individual activation strengths, A, for I across all M
cues in the memory probe Q, relative to the sum of all such products for all other items.

The overall probability of retrieval for item I based on memory probe Q using the ratio

rule is then:

PðIijQ1;Q2; . . .;QMÞ ¼
P
M

j¼1
AðQj; IiÞbj

PN

k¼1

P
M

j¼1
AðQj;IkÞbj

; ð1Þ

where N represents the total number of items I available for retrieval, and bj represents
the saliency (or attention weight) assigned to a given cue Qj.

We employ here a dynamic, two-stage model that shifts between using a global cue,

word frequency, and one or two local cues, the previous item or two items recalled. Fre-

quency represents a global search cue, which generates a retrieval strength A(Q, I) = log

(freq(I)) for each item I based on the log of that item’s frequency of occurrence in the

Wikipedia corpus, with Q here simply being the category “animals.” (Other global cues,

such as eigenvalue and typicality of an item measured as summed cosine similarity to all

other items in the same category, were found to be less effective predictors of free recall

behavior.) The previous-item cues are local search cues, which generate a retrieval

strength for a new item I based on its semantic similarity with previously generated items

—here, when the probe cue is the single previously generated item, Qi = It�1, then

A(Q, I) = S(It�1, I), where S(It�1, I) is equal to the cosine similarity between the two

items as computed by BEAGLE.

Allowing that memory search involves local-to-global transitions (see Hills et al.,

2012), our model exploits the patchy structure of the memory environment, switching

from patch to patch by changing the contents of the memory probe where local-to-global

transitions occur. Specifically, when leaving a patch, the model switches from the use of

the previous-item cue(s) (similarity-based local search) to the frequency cue (context-

based global search) to find a new appropriate patch, and then back again to the previ-

ous-item cue(s) as the new patch is entered. For example, a sequence of DOG–CAT–
HAMSTER–HORSE may transition from the local previous-item cue to the global
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frequency cue following HAMSTER, and thereby retrieve the high-frequency item

HORSE that is not semantically similar to HAMSTER. (For examples of this modeling

approach applied to other types of search, see Hills & Pachur, 2012.) Where exactly these

patch switches are defined to occur depends on whether we are using an associative patch

definition or a categorical patch definition; these two different definitions are incorporated

into the two versions of the model we compare below, along with one or two previous-

item cues in each case. We find the best-fitting model of each type for each participant

by using maximum likelihood estimation to fit the b parameters to each participant’s

individually generated sequence of items (for more details, see Hills et al., 2012; Hills,

Mata, et al., 2013).2

3. Results

Participants produced a combined total of 5,187 valid animal entries. As reported in

Hills et al. (2012), the mean number of animal words per participant was 36.8

(SD = 8.5); the maximum number produced by any participant was 61 items and the min-

imum was 16. The mean recovery time per word—averaging inter-item retrieval times

(IRTs) first within and then between participants—was 5.4 s (SD = 1.5).

3.1. Aggregated analysis of categorical and associative search models

We first investigated the statistical properties of recalled items with respect to the cate-

gorical and associative patch definitions given earlier. Using the hand-coded Troyer sub-

categories with the categorical patch definition, there were a mean of 18.1 patch switches

per participant (SD = 4.7; representing 50% of productions), and the associative definition

yielded a mean of 17.2 switches (SD = 4.5; representing 47% of productions). Mean

items retrieved per patch for the categorical and associative definitions were 2.0

(SD = 0.5) and 2.1 (SD = 0.5), respectively. These statistics are highly similar when

compared between the two different patch types (p > .1), because most patch switches

identified by one model are also identified by the other model. There were 2,425 switches

that were identified by both the categorical and associative patch definitions, and 134

more patch switches that were categorical-only (i.e., categorical-but-not-associative

switches). These categorical-only switches were spread over 86 (61%) of participants.

The relatively few categorical-only switches clearly indicates the challenge of identify-

ing the patches that people search. For example, consider the set of first categorical-only

patch switches from the first seven participants in our data set: aardvark ? elephant;

gazelle ? deer; hamster ? fish; moose ? muledeer; buffalo ? bison; rabbit ? bunny;

lion ? lioness. These are clearly within-subcategory associative transitions, but because

they follow a stream of productions from another subcategory, they represent a (categori-

cal) switch between subcategories. For example, while aardvark and elephant are both in

the African animal subcategory, aardvark follows bat in this participant’s sequence of

retrievals, and, because both of those are in the insectivore subcategory, when this
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subcategory is left and elephant is retrieved, this counts as a categorical switch. Thus,

these categorical-but-not-associative transitions mark instances where individuals appear

to make a categorical switch between subcategories while maintaining an association

between the successive items, blurring the distinction between the category types when

considered just at the level of between-item similarity; hence, we turn to further mea-

sures.

3.1.1. Analysis of the IRTs and semantic similarity of patch transitions
Next we looked for temporal evidence that people are searching through patches in

either an associative or categorical manner. We examined how long it takes participants

to retrieve items following different transition types defined in terms of the Troyer sub-

categories: associative switches (which are also always categorical switches), categorical-

only switches (which are not associative switches), and non-switches. To determine which

type of proposed switches best reflects actual switches between patches made by partici-

pants, we compare the IRTs produced by participants at those proposed switch locations.

True patch switches should show longer IRTs than within-patch retrievals (Gruenewald &

Lockhead, 1980). This is because patch switches involve a giving-up process to decide to

leave the old patch, an exploration process to find a new patch, and the first item retrieval

from the new patch. By comparing the IRTs of the different switch types, we can deter-

mine which kinds of patch transitions potentially represent true patch leaving.

As shown in Fig. 2, the results of this test indicate that the different switch types take

different lengths of time. The mean IRT of all associative switches—representing both

associative and categorical switches—was 6.4 s (SD = 6.3). The 134 categorical-but-not-

associative switches had a mean IRT of 4.8 s (SD = 4.6). Non-switches took 3.8 s

(SD = 3.8). Because switches take place at different ordinal positions (earlier or later in

the series), in the different patch types, we also computed the weighted average of the

Associative/Categorical Ordinal−Associative Categorical only Ordinal−Categorical Non−switches
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Fig. 2. Comparison of mean inter-item retrieval times for different types of transitions between items. From

left to right, associative (and categorical) switches, non-switches matched to the ordinal position of associa-

tive switches, categorical-only switches, non-switches matched to the ordinal position of categorical switches,

and all non-switches. Error bars are SEM.
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IRTs for non-switches matched to the proportion of switches taking place at different

ordinal positions in the different patch types, ranked according to their position in the

patch. As the variances were different, we used a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Both categori-

cal-only and associative switches took significantly longer than non-switches (categorical-

only: W = 205,575, p < .001; associative switches: W = 2,269,717, p < .001). Associative

switches also took significantly longer than the categorical-only switches (W = 132,655,

p < .001) and significantly longer than the non-switch IRTs matched to the same ordinal

position (W = 2,287,289, p < .001). However, categorical-only switches did not differ

significantly from the non-switch IRTs matched to the same ordinal position (W = 4,746,

p = .62).

We also compared the cosine similarity for the word pairs that straddle different transi-

tion types, with the expectation that true switches would show lower similarity between

the two words than non-switches. Fig. 3 shows that both associative (and categorical)

switches and categorical-only switches had lower mean cosine similarities than did non-

switches. A Wilcoxon test indicates a statistically significant difference between non-

switches and associative/categorical switches (W = 4,417,020, p < .001), and between

non-switches and categorical-only switches (W = 211,037, p < .001). Associative/categor-

ical switches and categorical-only switches were also significantly different, with categor-

ical-only switches producing words of higher similarity across the switch (W = 139,726,

p < .047). Furthermore, both associative/categorical and categorical-only switches had

smaller cosine similarities than their corresponding ordinal position-matched cosine simi-

larities for non-switches (associative/categorical: W = 3,141,269, p < .001; categorical-

only: W = 2,554, p < .001).

An additional difference between the switch types is found in relation to the frequency

with which they are produced over the 3-min retrieval interval. Fig. 4 shows the different

switch types as a proportion of all retrievals over different quartiles of production num-

bers (e.g., first 25% of items, second 25%, etc.). A mixed-effects logistic regression—

Associative/Categorical Ordinal−Associative Categorical only Ordinal−Categorical Non−switches
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Fig. 3. Comparison of mean cosine similarities between pairs of words at different types of transitions. From

left to right, associative (and categorical) switches, non-switches matched to the ordinal position of associa-

tive switches, categorical-only switches, non-switches matched to the ordinal position of categorical switches,

and all non-switches. Error bars are SEM.
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with random intercepts for participants and slopes for retrieval intervals—finds a signifi-

cant increase in associative/categorical switches over successive intervals (v2(1) = 25.95,

p < .001).3 However, a similar test for categorical-only switches finds no difference as a

function of retrieval interval (v2(1) = 0.46, p = .49).4

In summary, both switch types take longer to produce than non-switches, but switches

defined as associative (and categorical) take longer to produce than categorical-only

switches. Categorical-only switch types do not take longer than ordinal position-matched

non-switches. Comparisons of semantic similarity reveal similar differences between

switch types, with associative switches being less similar than categorical-only, and both

groups less similar than the ordinal position-matched non-switches. Finally, only associa-

tive/categorical switches increase as a proportion of retrievals, while categorical-only

switches do not. This suggests that associative/categorical switches are a function of using

an associative search process, because the few instances of categorical-only switches do

not share the same properties.

3.1.2. Analysis of semantic similarity within a patch
When retrieving information from memory, if participants are using semantic associa-

tions between words to cue the next item retrieved, then words they produce consecu-

tively should have heightened semantic similarity in relation to one another. This could
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Fig. 4. Proportion of different switch types out of all item retrievals, divided into the first, second, third, and

fourth quartile of items retrieved across the course of the experiment.
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be imagined as a wave of activation moving through the semantic space, with its peak

located around the most recently recalled item. But if participants are instead using only
categorical information to guide their recall (i.e., choosing the next item based on subcat-

egory membership and not based on similarity to the previous item), then we could

expect that the semantic similarity between any pair of items within a categorically

defined patch should on average be the same for all pairs, so that two words produced

near one another in a patch will not systematically be more similar to one another than

more separated pairs within the same patch.

In previous work we computed the semantic similarity between each word retrieved

and the last word in the same associative patch and found that similarity increased the

closer the word was to the last one (Fig. 1 in Hills et al., 2012).5 To make sure this prox-

imity–similarity relationship was not just seen at the end of a patch (where words are

lower frequency), in Fig. 5 we show the semantic similarity between the last word in a

patch and the words that come before it in the recall sequence (positions �5 to �1), and

between the first word in a patch and the words that come after it (positions +1 to +5).
Here, we see that similarity does grow with proximity in both directions. However, the

most dramatic change in similarity occurs for words just before and just after the last or

first recalled word—suggesting local memory search reflects a Markov process, where

only the previous item is relevant (consistent with Hills et al., 2012). This similarity pat-

tern is fairly strong evidence for an associative search pattern, even if participants are

also using categorical information in some way (e.g., for deciding when to switch).

3.2. Fitting the associative and categorical models to individual behavior

Though the absolute number of categorical or associative switches differs by less than

10% over all item retrievals, we can test which version of the patch search model,
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Fig. 5. The semantic similarity between words at various positions upstream and downstream from a patch

switch and the last (for positions �5 to �1) or first (+1 to +5) word within a patch. Error bars are SEM.
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categorical or associative, better fits the data at the individual level. To focus on the most

important difference between the two models, we make them identical except with regard

to when patch switches occur: Because we found that the previous item It�1 has the high-

est semantic similarity to the current item It in a patch (reported above), we use the previ-

ous item as the local cue for both categorical and associative model versions.6 Both

versions of the model also use frequency as the global cue in the memory probe, because

previous work found frequency to be an effective representation for item choice after a

patch transition (Hills et al., 2012). The associative and categorical versions of the patch

search model we compare here thus differ just in where they make local-to-global transi-

tions, step 4 in the algorithm for both types of models that we presented earlier. For the

associative model, we determine the locations of the associative patch switches made by

each individual by applying the associative patch-switch definition (using the hand-coded

Troyer subcategories) to the individual’s sequence of item data, and then we trigger the

associative model to make its local-to-global transitions at those points; we do the same

for the categorical model using the categorical patch-switch definition (which matches all

of the associative switch locations, and additionally triggers a few more categorical-only

switches).

We then fit these models to the sequence of items produced by each individual, using

the log-likelihood fit penalized by the number of free parameters according to the Bayes-

ian information criterion (BIC; for a general introduction to this approach, see Lewan-

dowsky & Farrell, 2011).7 Results are presented as the median improvement in the BIC

relative to a random model specifying that all remaining items in the “animal” search

space are equally likely to be retrieved (i.e., using neither the global nor local cues). The

top section of Table 1 shows that a comparison of these two model versions favors the

associative model at the level of individual participants.8 While the two model versions

produce similar median BIC scores overall, individually 42% of the participants are best

fit by the associative search model (having the largest improvement in BIC), 20% are best

fit by the categorical model, and the remaining 38% are fit equally well by both models.

We can also compare the two types of patch search by looking at the predictive power

of items prior to the most recently produced item It�1. If search is purely associative,

then the best predictor of the next item in a patch should always be the previous item

retrieved in the patch (as shown in the previous section), meaning that all earlier-pro-

duced items would not add any predictive power to the model. If search is purely cate-

gorical, then an earlier item in the same patch should be as predictive as a later item, and

together they may be still more predictive of future items: Either they strengthen the

identification of the current category or, at least, they should on average be no further

away from the last item produced. Therefore, adding an additional item from the category

should increase the predictive power of the model. To test this, we fit models that added

an additional local cue to the previous categorical and associative model versions, namely

the item It�2, produced just before It�1 (as long as it was also in the same categorical

patch). As seen in the lower half of Table 1, the b values for It�2 are roughly zero, indi-

cating that earlier items do not add any predictive power. Moreover, these models show
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smaller improvements in BIC over the random model than models that do not use item

It�2.

Taken together, these model comparisons and analyses provide evidence that partici-

pants’ behavior is generally better explained by an associative patch search model than

by a categorical model. Most individuals do not appear to retrieve successive items based

on subcategory membership but instead appear to retrieve items that are semantically near

to the most recently produced item. Moreover, there appears to be very little evidence for

individuals using items prior to the most recently produced item to guide their search

in patches, indicating that even if individuals are using categorical information in some

way, they are also strongly inclined to favor associative search within subcategories.

Nonetheless, there are individual differences in search processes, with some people

more guided by subcategory boundaries than others. Next we test whether differences in

search process lead to differences in performance with respect to the number of items

recalled.

3.2.1. Does the search process correlate with performance?
We assigned each participant to the associative or categorical search model based on

the quality of the model fits, as shown in the right-hand side of the Table 1. Comparing

the performance in terms of number of items retrieved by those who were best fit with

the associative model versus those best fit with the categorical model yielded no statisti-

cal difference in the overall number of items produced (associative: M = 38.2, SD = 7.97

vs. categorical: M = 39.39, SD = 7.97, t(53) = �0.67, p = .51, BF = 3.47 in favor of the

null). In comparison with individuals who were fit equally well by both models, those fit

Table 1

Comparison of associative versus categorical search models: Switches are determined by the associative or

categorical patch definitions using the hand-coded subcategories from Troyer et al. (1997), the global cue is

word frequency, and the local cues are the previously produced items It�1 and It�2 (1 or 2 items back)

Patch Model Cue Median b Median ΔBIC % Best Fit

Associative 100.12 (28.29) 42%

Global 7.22 (2.17)

Local item It�1 5.03 (1.67)

Categorical 100.12 (27.74) 20%

Global 7.30 (2.15)

Local item It�1 5.09 (1.67)

Associative

Global 7.28 (2.17) 98.05 (28.4)

Local item It�1 4.79 (1.70)

Local item It�2 �0.05 (4.42)

Categorical 98.05 (27.8)

Global 7.28 (2.16)

Local item It�1 4.76 (1.76)

Local item It�2 1.27 (12.14)

Note. Median ΔBIC is the improvement over a random model that retrieves all items with equal probability.
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best by either the associative or categorical model did significantly better (M = 38.56,

SD = 7.32, vs. 31.93, SD = 7.32, t(139) = 4.97, p < .001, BF = 7751.41 in favor of the

alternative). This latter result may, however, indicate that individuals who produce more

items provide us with more data to better identify their true underlying search process—
and therefore may simply represent an effect of statistical power.

4. Discussion

In this article we explored whether the patch boundaries produced in memory search

are better explained by an associative or categorical search process, or possibly a combi-

nation of both. We first addressed the more general question of whether semantic memory

search is patchy at all—that is, involving a two-stage search process between local and

global representations. The evidence in support of patchy search came from the finding

that associative/categorical between-patch transitions (identified using Troyer categories)

take longer than ordinal position-matched non-transitions. This is consistent with our pre-

vious work fitting individual data (Hills et al., 2012), which pitted one-stage models

against two-stage models using an associative patch model and found support for two-

stage models.

Regarding patch boundaries, our results were predominantly consistent with the use of an

associative search process. Associative search was supported both within patches for all par-

ticipants and across patches for most participants. However, some participants were none-

theless better explained by a categorical search process between patches, indicating they

may be activating categories during the search process. Nonetheless, categorical-only

switches did not take longer than ordinal position-matched non-switches, suggesting they

may simply be low-similarity transitions, which do not reflect a true “switch” process. Via

model comparison, we also found that the largest set of individuals were best fit by an asso-

ciative search model, and some were fit equally well by both models. However, we did not

find a performance benefit for using an associative search model: Our results indicated that

among those individuals best fit by one or the other patch model, they recalled approxi-

mately equivalent numbers of items from memory. This is in contrast with previous work

suggesting the benefits of categorical retrieval strategies in list recall (Pollio et al., 1969;

see also Patterson, Meltzer, & Mandler, 1971), but the difference may arise because of a dis-

tinction between recall from natural categories and recall from learned lists.

Within patches, there is a clear increase in semantic similarity for items produced nearer

to each other. This is consistent with our previous work (Hills et al., 2012) and the assump-

tions of more recent work (Abbot et al., in press; Thompson & Kello, 2014), which all share

the common feature that memory search is associated with a random walk over some repre-

sentation. Evidence for an associative process indicates that search cannot be a purely cate-

gorical process; semantic similarity matters even within patches. Additional evidence

against purely categorical search was seen in the lack of improved performance when mod-

els used two previous items as local cues rather than just one. This would have added addi-

tional categorical information, but no additional associative information.
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Why might associative patch search strategies be widely used? One explanation is the

likely high dimensionality of memory subspaces. Memory items can reside in multiple

patches corresponding to multiple (sub)categories at the same time. Unlike leaving dis-

crete patches of food in spatial foraging, leaving one category in semantic memory does

not mean all current categories have been left as well—the searcher may still be retriev-

ing a sequence of items that belong to a different category. That is, even when a series of

retrieved items fall in the same superordinate category, our results suggest that each new

item activates new traces in memory, making new routes through memory available. For

the majority of participants, our results dispel the notion that categories are activated at

all, and instead suggest that search follows a Markov process, where only the most recent

retrieval is activated. Search in memory may be compared to a person walking through a

forest at night with a flashlight; as each new location is reached, new areas become visi-

ble, while others recede into the darkness, and the whole path is linked as one “patch”

even though the beginning and the end may have nothing in common.

The present model can be easily described as search in semantic networks: The nodes

of the semantic network represent animals and edges are semantic relationships between

words. Recent work has shown that the organization of semantic memory has a high clus-

tering coefficient (Go~ni et al., 2011; see also Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005)—it is a

small-world network. Such small-world representations offer the possibility that local

clusters in the memory space are easily accessible via “local” routes. Thus, one need not

make a jump between categories to go from the current “semantic field” to another, but

may travel via semantic “brokers” between clusters. Along with the flashlight metaphor,

this view of memory invites the notion that the semantic fields simply shift along with

the retrieval process, with the boundaries of more or less sparse patches always lying just

over the horizon. To put this into numbers from our data, of the 347 animals produced

by our participants, the number of items accessible by a series of intermediate words that

never fall below the mean cosine similarity for switches (0.31 in Fig. 3) is 321—with

only 26 isolated animals, predominantly rare ones (e.g., pillbug, sea monkey, and yak). In

other words, the majority of animal types in memory are connected in one large compo-

nent, which nevertheless has structure, but also provides routes of high semantic similar-

ity from one location to another. This small-world structure may make memory more

easily searched (e.g., Kleinberg, 2002), but research investigating the interaction of struc-

ture, process, and goals is needed to further develop this hypothesis.

An additional challenge still to be addressed in this research is our use of the Troyer

et al. (1997) hand-coded subcategories to determine categorical and associative patch

boundaries. At present this type of hand-coding is the best resource we have for identify-

ing potential associative and categorical patch search strategies. However, as this article

suggests, the cluster-switching model often used with the Troyer subcategories is unlikely

to accurately describe the cognitive process used to search memory, to the extent that the

cluster-switching model assumes that categories are activated. Furthermore, assuming that

everyone uses these same categories does not capture the (possibly large) individual dif-

ferences in category representations between people. This was one motivation for the

Hills and Pachur (2012) study that had individuals specify their own social networks for
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comparison against their social free recall patterns. The Troyer subcategories have also

recently come into question regarding their predictive power in long-term memory search

(e.g., Hills, Mata, et al., 2013). Unfortunately, the patch-switching model that thus far

performs better than the ones built on the Troyer subcategories—the similarity drop

model of Hills et al. (2012)—does not specify underlying categories and so does not

enable discrimination between different types of patch models, associative or categorical.

Thus, like much of memory research, the present work makes assumptions about the

representation and the processes doing the search over that representation. Future work

could resolve some aspects of this problem by isolating categories from the BEAGLE

representations using clustering algorithms, or using similar approaches applied to large

collections of recall data (e.g., Go~ni et al., 2011).
In sum, our results favoring associative search strategies suggest that local patches

may be retrieved via similarity relations between items generated on the fly with respect

to a given problem (e.g., Barsalou, 1983). As demonstrated by studies of neutral and

adaptive evolution with multiple genetic loci (Gavrilets, 1997; Kauffman & Levin, 1987),

movement in high-dimensional spaces often violates our intuitive assumptions about near-

ness and categorizations in these spaces may be less meaningful than our intuition may at

first suggest. In the present case, this means that following associative links through the

high-dimensional semantic space can create a patch in memory retrieval that fluidly shifts

from one subcategory to another. However, some domains or search tasks may be better

adapted for categorical search (e.g., searching for a recipe for a particular type of dish) or

influenced by the prior knowledge of the searcher (e.g., searching for a new car based on

previous experience with different vehicle makes). In addition, it may be possible to use

the above approach to study individual differences in memory search among clinical pop-

ulations, for example, by examining the influence of category priming on category-only

switches, or examining switch-rates among individuals allowed to search across multiple

categories at the same time (e.g., Maylor, Chater, & Jones, 2001). Hence, while our

results provide support for an associative search process in a widely studied domain, they

do not eliminate the possibility that some individuals and circumstances may favor cate-

gorical strategies, or use still other representations besides those investigated here.

Notes

1. Note that in this example we use the Troyer et al. categories as a proxy for places

in memory where items are likely to be sufficiently far from one another to warrant

the inference of a between-patch transition. In practice, our models will ask if cate-

gory membership provides any additional information for predicting the search pro-

cess beyond that provided by local semantic similarity (associative information)

produced by BEAGLE.

2. All repetitions were removed from the data (representing less than 1% of retri-

evals). Following Hills and Pachur (2012), we used sampling-without-replacement

to compute probabilities of retrieval.
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3. This pattern is also matched by a reduction in BEAGLE similarity over production

quartiles, either measured by number of productions (v2(1) = 181.34, p < .001) or

time (e.g., first 45 s, second 45 s, and so on, v2(1) = 202.84, p < .001).

4. A test dividing production into temporal quartiles leads to the same statistical pat-

tern of increasingly frequent associative/categorical switches (v2(1) = 28.42,

p < .001) but no change in categorical-only switches (p = .39).

5. In Hills et al. (2012) we used the word “categorical” to define patches. However,

to be clear, in that article we used the associative definition of patches described in

this article.

6. Using the subcategory as a cue has a number of problems, the most important of

which is that it is not straightforward how to penalize out-of-category retrievals.

The performance of the models is highly dependent on this penalization.

7. Using AIC does not change the conclusions reported here.

8. The associative model in Fig. 1 corresponds to the “combined cue dynamic model”

using Troyer et al. categories in Table 1 of Hills et al. (2012), which we here com-

pare with a model that adds categorical-only switches. This model and the similar-

ity drop model both performed better in model comparisons than “static” models

that assumed memory search was a one-stage random walk. (All other models in

this paper are new.)
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